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The Latest News

Supporting Local Journalists

Joint Statement: Journalists are risking their lives to report on the
protests and their safety must be ensured

The last several days, journalists have been risking their lives to report on the ground at the scenes of
protests across the country in response to the death of George Floyd. We call on local law enforcement
and government officials to recognize the importance of their role and ensure their safety during these
dangerous and unpredictable events.

READ MORE

America's Newspapers Coverage Checklist

John Bussian, counsel for America's Newspapers and a member of our board of
directors, offers seven recommendations for reporters and photographers who are
covering protests in their communities.

READ MORE

A Fall 2018 guide from The Reporters Committee
for Freedom of the Press aims to help journalists
understand their rights at protests and avoid arrest

Camille Olson, partner with Seyfarth Shaw LLP,
says there is conflicting guidance on whether
wearing “media” labeling while covering protests is
useful from a safety perspective or whether it
makes a journalist more recognizable in the crowd
(and possibly brings negative attention — and
enhanced safety risks — to the journalist).

With that note, Seyfarth Shaw offers some advice
to members of America's Newspapers.
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when reporting on these events.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Industry Appointment
Pulitzer Prize winner named editor in Sharon, New
Castle

Jeffrey Gerritt, recipient of the 2020 Pulitzer Prize for editorial writing, has
been appointed editor of the Sharon (Pennsylvania) Herald and New
Castle News, effective July 13.

READ MORE

Free Webinar on Thursday
Recruiting (and Retaining!) Salespeople:
Re-think, Retool, Respond and Rebound

Learn from the expert who recruits exclusively in media! What
recruitment models will be popular after the COVID-19 crisis for
recruiting top-notch salespeople?

During this webinar, Laurie Kahn of Media Staffing Network will
share ideas about recruiting, for improving your company culture and
for promoting it to attract and retain the talent you need for success.

Thursday, June 4
1-2 p.m. CDT / 2-3 p.m. EDT

LEARN MORE and REGISTER — FREE

Industry News
Research: Combination of human,
automated news is perceived as
more trustworthy

Newly honored research from the University of
Florida has shown that adding algorithmic
reporting and human bylines to news stories are
perceived as less biased. The research examines
the emergent premise that if a machine, and not a
human, generates a news story, the story is seen
as objective and “free from bias.”

READ MORE

Around three-in-ten Americans are
very confident they could fact-
check news about COVID-19
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Relatively few Americans have a lot of confidence
in their own ability to check the accuracy of the
news and information they come across related to
the coronavirus, according to a new study by the
Pew Research Center.

READ MORE

AP: Advancing the power of facts

The Associated Press today unveiled new brand
positioning that emphasizes the global news agency’s
vital role as the provider of accurate, unbiased, fact-
based reporting to the world. The branding campaign
will highlight how AP advances the power of facts.

READ MORE

Fort Smith paper announces
changes to Op-Ed pages

Saying "times have changed, and so must we," the
Southwest Times Record in Fort Smith, Arkansas,
has announced that it will no longer post letters to
the editor online. In addition, the printed op-ed
pages will only be published two days a week.

READ MORE

Cartoonists will use artwork to thank
frontline workers in this Sunday's
newspaper

Look closely and you’ll find a mask for medical workers and
caregivers, a steering wheel for delivery workers, a shopping
cart for grocery workers, an apple for teachers, a fork for food
service workers and a microscope for medical researchers.

READ MORE

Free Webinars from America's Newspapers:

Recruiting (and Retaining!) Salespeople: Re-think, Retool, Respond and
Rebound (June 4)
Self-Care for Journalists (June 11)
Let's Talk Recruitment Marketing (June 18)
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Get Involved. Be Heard. Invest In Your Future.   
Keep up with the latest news, schedule of upcoming events and other information specifically for the
newspaper industry. Learn more about America’s Newspapers at www.newspapers.org. And connect
with us on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.

CONTACT US

www.newspapers.org
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